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Mediation continues ...
By JAMIE RILEY
Administration editor
Mediation between the University
Professionals of Illinois and the Board of
Governors was continuing at 11 p.m.
Tuesday and may have lasted through the
night, but students should still go to
Wednesday classes, said a BOG spokeswoman.
Mediation began at 11:15 a.m. in
Bloomington '!"ith the board and the UPI, the
union representing the faculty at the five
Board of Governors universities - Eastern,
Chicago State, Governors State, Northeastern
Illinois and Western Illinois universities.
The mediator, Tom Montgomery, from the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Services
in Peoria, has a prior committrnent that may
take him away from mediations as early as
10 a.m. Wednesday, accordmg to Bill Ozier,
husband of Chief Negotiator Jayne Ozier,

Students meet with BOG
official. See story, Page 3.
who called her husband from Bloomington.
Michelle Brazell, spokeswoman for the
board, said she was aware that Montgomery
had a prior committrnent.
,
"But I understood that if things were going
well, if things were moving along, he could
get out _of it," she said.
Brazell said BOG Chancellor Tom Layzell
was told by UPI President Mitch Vogel a
strike would not occur on Wednesday.
"Students should not panic, and they should
go to their classes," she said.
According to Brazell, Layzell was hopeful
about negotiations at 11 p.m. "He was still
0 Continued on page 2

... while grad assistants
ponder to strike or not
By CHRIS SEPER
Campus editor

I/in', Rollin', Rollin'
s Melton, (left) and David Hughes, (right), of Charleston enjoy a tricycle ride
on 18th Street. Melton and Hughes said they made the tricycle from scrape bicy-

ll a faculty strike occurs, graduate assistants will be given the option to strike or not
to strike, facing a loss of their stipend and in the event of a prolonged strike - their contract if they choose to strike.
'.'If a graduate decides to honor the strike,
the stipend from the time they walk out will
be withheld and will not be received," said
Larry Williams, dean of graduate school and
research.
"I haven't made a decision yet (to strike or
not)," said Jeff Hess, graduate assistant in the
speech communication department. 'Tm
waiting for that time to approach. From an
-economic standpoint, striking is out of the

c·ulty evaluate priority plans
said.
Quern said he was aware of
the problem.
dents do not realize tuition Neither the taxpayer
"The schools must look and
y is not reaching the classsee their priorities and increase
s and, according to Eastern nor the tuition payer funding of high quality procontinue to grams that are doing well,"
ish professor David Rada- can
they should be angry.
accept escalating Quern said.
avich wrote several letters
One suggestion Radavich
th ur Quern, chair of the increases in the costs made was to combine all of the
ois Board of Higher Edu- of higher education
state's university governing
n, in response to a letter
Arthur Quern boards with the IBHE.
sent to university presiThis strategy has recently
chair of the Illinois
and chancellors last month
been implemented in Minnesota,
Board of Higher
g them to set priorities and
and many states have a single
Education board, according to Radavich.
depend on budget increas- ,
fund their programs.
By combining boards, there
either the taxpayer nor the
could be a cutdown on unneceson payer can continue to
sary duplication.
pt escalating increases in his letters to the IBHE pointed
"Legislation has been proosts of higher education," out that too much money is posed to combine the boards
going into administration, and· and streamline higher education.
's letter stated.
em encouraged Illinois' more should go into the class- Quern could support this to
tc and private colleges and room.
help," Radavich said.
"Only 35.3 percent of higher
rsities to support quality
"Instruction should remain
ams and to eliminate the education money goes to the central focus of higher eduinstruction, which means we cation in Illinois," Radavich
effective ones.
!though Radavich agrees should 'Cut back administration stated in one of his letters.
Quern's priority planning, to a reasonable level," Radavich

question. The stipend graduate assistants
receive is so small, most of us cannot afford
to lose money even to show our moral position.
"We've discussed it quite a bit," Hess
added. "We're all apprehensive. We only
have a year to finish our degrees. Any time
out of school means doubling the amount of
time put in our degrees."
As far as the individual graduate contracts
go, Williams said the university does have
the right to terminate the contract if duties
assigned by the supervisers are not performed. But, contract termination will not be
used as a threat against graduate assistants
who sympathize with the teachers, he added.

0 Continued on page 2

Faculty Senate protests
bureaucratic interference
By JAMIE RILEY
Administration editor

The Faculty Senate drafted a
statement Tuesday objecting to
"administrative interference" in
the classroom after two administrators sent a letter to students in a
fine arts class in which most of the
students failed an exam.
Senate member Craig Eckert
also suggested that Music
Professor Doug DiBianco, who
protested the letter to the senate,
file a formal grievance with the
faculty union under the claim that
his academic freedom had been
violated by the letter.
The statement brought an end to
two weeks of discussion by the
senate of a letter sent by Dean of
Fine Arts Vaughn Jaenike and
Assistant Dean Beverly Gartin to
students in an 150-student introduction to fine arts class that is
team-taught by DiBianco, Ernie
Whitworth, assistant professor of
art, and David Wolski, a faculty
member in the theater arts depart-

ment.
The letter, which was apparently drafted by Gartin, who is also
coordinator of fine arts classes,
was sent to students after more
than 90 of them failed the first
exam to let the students know the
test was only part of the final
grade.
DiBianco objected to the letter
being sent over his objections,
claiming the letter was a violation
of his academic freedom. He
brought his complaint to the
Faculty Senate last week.
The statement drafted by the
senate said the senate objects to
administrative interference in class
policies. "In .the interest of protecting academic freedom and the
integrity of the educational process, the Faculty Senate strongly
objects to any administrative interference in the conduct of course,
the assigning of grades and the
stating and/or interpreting of
course policies." Although the
senate was divided on the action it
•Continued on page 2
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Board questions Rec Center fees NRHH donates money·
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Staff writer

After almost two months of
wrangling with Eastem's bureaucratic obstacle course, the
Apportionment Board now knows
how students' fee money is being
spent on the Recreation Center.
Now the next obstacle is to find
out how faculty fees to use the center are being spent.
"All we're being told is that the
faculty fees are going into a faculty
and staff recreation account,"
Apportionment Board chair Steve
Macaluso said Tuesday.
The student fees, $55 per
semester, go to pay for the recently
completed $6.4 million addition to
Lantz Gym.

David Dutler, director of recreational sports, said the money goes
into three separate accounts. The
biggest portion of the money pays
the interest and principal on construction; the second pays upkeep
and maintenence on the Rec
Center, and the third pays staff
salaries and operational costs, he
said.
Faculty and staff members also
pay a $55 fee, but where that
money goes still remains a mystery
to Apportionment Board members.
"I don't know what the money is
being spent on," Macaluso said.
"I've been told about a faculty and
staff recreation account, but I don't
know what's in it or what it's actually being spent on."
In addition, the board also con-

sidered a letter written by vice-chair
Ron Carmona to all recognized student organizations. The letter will
explain how these organizations
can receive funding.
Under the guidelines of the letter,
student organizations requesting
funding "must go to their appropriate student fee-funded board and be
recognized as a subcommittee to be
funded within that board." The student organizations will then meet
with the appropriate board to
explain what they want funding for
and what they actually need.
The letter is being sent out to
eliminate past problems with student organizations not knowing
where to request funding or organizations requesting funding from the
wrong fee boards, Macaluso said.

for scholarship fund
By DIANE JOHNSON

BSU reviews leadership conference
By KIM FROST
Staff writer

The Black Student Union
Tuesday reviewed a leadership conference that members recently
attended in Carbondale.
The BSU sent 16 members to the

leadership conference, which took
place Nov. 7 through Nov. 10 at
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale.
"We found out about programs
and gathered a lot of useful information from other schools," said

tasks and have grown into 1
fine chapter."
Motivational speaker Dine
Martenez will speak about stU<
dent leadership on at 7 p.m
Monday in the Effingha1
Room of the Union. Martenei
Central Michigan University'
NRHH adviser, will receive
pin and be inducted as an hon
orary member to Eastern'
chapter of NRHH.
The NRHH is also spons01
ing a toy drive in conjui;ictio
with the Black Student Union
New or old toys can be brougb
to any of the residence hall
desks.
Darcy Royster, who is in
charge of the toy drive, said i
the toys are old they need to bl
in good condition. The to1
drive, which will benefit th~
Salvation Army, will ru1
through Dec. 3.

Staff writer

Kevin Evans, BSU president.
"The conference was very infor- ·
mative. Besides leadership skills, it
taught me a lot about my heritage,"
said Patricia McClure, a BSU
member who attended the conference.

The National Residence Hall
Honorary presented a check to
Pam Parker McKinney for the
Shawn R. McKinney Scholarship Fund at Tuesday's 6 p.m.
meeting in the Effingham
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. Student Union.
John Bierbaum, president of
NRHH, presented the $800
check to Pam McKinney for
scholarship fund.
"I cannot thank you enough,"
said McKinney, "It (the donation) goes to a very worthy
cause, I'm stunned." The dona. tion will help the scholarship
fund reach its goal of $5,000.
McKinney spoke of her days
as NRHH president saying,
"your chapter is much more
active, you've taken on a lot of
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Meditations
0 From page one
optimistic," she said. "Things are going very
well, although he wouldn't give me details
as to what has passed."
Brazell said a leaflet telling faculty to
remove all valuables from their offices was
passed around the Western campus, and the
leaflet came from- the union. She said faculty should not be alarmed by such material
because the Board of Governors will not go
into offices and search.

'There will be no attempt to touch any
personal belongings," she said, adding that
she believes the purpose of the leaflets and
any other similar information being passed
was so faculty members would not have to
cross the picket line to clean their offices.
The faculty union and the board have
been negotiating a new contract since this
summer and agreed two weeks ago to
undergo mediation. The faculty have been
working under an extended contract since

Sept. l, when their three-year contact originally expired.
The union is asking for salary equity, no
cuts in health care benefits and faculty
access to an early retirement plan available
to all other state employees.
According to Ozier, the two sides have
agreed on everything except an equity pool
that would bring faculty salaries up to
national norms. Faculty salaries at the. five,
Board of Governors universities are dn aver-

·-

, _,'
)
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age 15 percent below national averag
However, some departments are as u,.1
43 percent below the national average.
On Nov. 11 and 12, faculty on the c
puses of all five universities authorized
executives of the union to call for a strike
mediation fails. Seventy-five percent of
faculty at the five campuses cast ballots
the strike vote, and 71 percent of those v
ing authorized the union to call for a stri

.

Graduate
t From page one
"The contract each graduate assistant has
signed is an individual contract with the
university," Williams said. "I did not mean
for that as a threat. That's actually what the
contract itself says - that being a legally
binding document.
"What would happen ·if we went on
strike next week and the strike lasted until
January and the university wanted to continue with the spring semester," Williams
added, creating a hypothetical situation.
"They would employ people to perform

duties. Then there's a possibility if we
don't have any other money to perform services (we would terminate the contracts).
Under no circumstances a contract would
be terminated unless it (strike) turned out
to be a long thing. Then we'd do that for
benefit of students."
Since the language of the graduate contract states that graduate assistants must
follow the direction of their supervisors or
be terminated, Williams said there could be
a chance graduate's supervisors could be
on the picket line. However, Williams

would not comment on what options would
occur at that point.
Although the contract could be in jeopardy in a long-term strike, there would be
no jeopardy of the assistants losing their
scholarships - or any other privileges
granted to them as students, Williams said.
Shelly Flock, director of university relations, said the university has no comment
other than what was already stated by
Eastern President Stan Rives in last week's
press conference.
For graduate assistants that would stay

and work despite a strike, Williams
that they would not be required to
extra classes left open by a teacher s
age.
Graduate students themselves - alth
tom between loyalty to their teachers
facing economic problems - are cu
planning to stay and teach.
"I think we're not planning on stri ·
said Sharon Niemerg, math graduate
tant. "We signed a contract and we ~
we should follow through . If we
honor our end we don't get our pay."

Faculty
•From page one
take on the letter and with what
intentions the letter was sent, all
senate members felt the letter was a
mistake. Gary Wallace, Faculty

o!D~

Senate vice chair, said that of all the
faculty members he talked to,
"every person said they wanted to
avoid the issue, but said sending the
letter was wrong."
"One of the major errors she
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Dana Phelps

made was sending this as 'assistant
dean' rather than as 'coordinator,'"
said senate member Marietta
Deming, adding that "the letter
wasn't appropriate no matter what"
Whitworth, who attended the
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Faculty Senate meeting, said the
matter was brought to the attention
of Gartin by students and by the
other two team members. "It wasn't
just the team, it was the students
who were coming" forth with the
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concern, Whitworth said.
Senate won't meet next
because of Thanksgiving B
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Senate executives
meet with Layzell
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Student government editor

PETE KATES /Staff photographer

· o Chien of Taiwan, (left) and Andre Campunu of Chile, (right), discuss the customs of their countries
'ng the International Tea Tuesday at the International House afternoon. The International Tea is a way
international students to get to know one another during the semester.

Student Government executives
received little new information concerning the impending faculty
strike at their meeting Monday with
the chancellor of the Bcrnrd of
Governors in Springfield.
Brian Riordan, Eastern 's Board
of Governors Universities student
trustee; Martha Price, student body
president; and Brett Gerber, student
government chief of staff met with
BOG Chancellor Thomas Layzell
to vofoe students concerns and possibly learn new information about
the possible faculty strike. "We
didn't find out any shocking new
information," Gerber said.
The BOG, the governing body of
Eastern and four other state universities, has been negotiating a contract since the summer with the
University Professionals of Illinois,
the union representing the faculty at
each of the BOG universities.
A possible strike jumped a step
closer to reality, after a strike vote

The Student Senate
meets Wednesday.
See story, Page 5.
was taken on Nov. 11 and 12 at all
five BOG universities. The vote
resulted in 71 percent of the 75 percent of faculty voting, to authorize
a strike if mediation with the BOG
failed. Mediation began Tuesday in
Bloomington.
"We didn't really learn anything
new, just rehashed some old news,"
said Riordan. "(However) definitely
something positive that came out of
the meeting was that (Layzell)
informed us that the general feeling
(between the BOG and UPI) was
better and that progress has been
made."
Riordan said Layzell was optimistic about going into mediation.
"(Layzell) didn't guarantee there
wouldn't be a strike but he did ease
our tensions a little," he added.

enate member will be replaced on city council
position in January.
"We wanted to give (the representative) more authority and stricter rules, a
The city council also approved a lease
set number of excused absences and that
agreement with McDonald's owner Ralph
sort of thing," Wood said.
Foley for a tract of land east of the restauThe position was created to "continue
rant at 12 W. Lincoln Ave. According to the
with
the communication between the uniagreement, Foley plans to pave the empty
versity
and Charleston and to maintain a
lot and use it for employee parking but the
good repoire with the council members,"
agreement allows the city to retake the land
he added.
if necessary.
In other business, council members voted
The representative also functions as a
to give $15,000 to the Charleston Area
mediator between the senate and the city
Charitable Foundation for preservation ·of
council, Blake said. Council concerns
jobs at Trailmobile. Mayor Wayne Lanman
come back with the representative and
said the money will save more than 20 jobs
senate issues are taken to the council, he
and perhaps create more.
·added.
The council also voted in favor of chang"Jim reports what they (the council
ing the zoning designation of property
members)
do and we ask him to bring
owned by Olga Abella and Richard Weber
things up at council meetings, like the
along north Fifth Street into a commercial
neighborhood rating. The area is currently
leaf burning issue," Wood said.
zoned as single-family residential.
Riemer initiated discussion at council
In addition, council members passed an
meetings recently proposing a city wide
amending ordinance changing parking limban on open leaf burning.
its in front of the Charleston Public Library.
The resolution was in support of a proThe amendment will limit parking to two
posal
made by Eastern students last
hours.
spring
when they passed a referendum
The council passed a resolution closing
attached
to the confidence vote in
uptown streets for a Christmas light display
Eastern President Stan Rives.
on Dec. 2. Jackson Avenue between Fifth
and Sixth streets will be closed from 5:30 to
Council members rejected the leaf
8 p.m. that day.
burning proposal four to one last month,
but they are still investigating alternative
in an effort to maintain a good relation- leaf disposal methods.
The representative has also initiated
ship with the council, Wood said.
The senate created the original bill discussion over police raids of after-bar
calling for a city council representative parties and complaints of off-campus stuin late December of last year but decided dents concerning street maintenance.
to draft a more explicit bill and start the

City council allocates T,IF funds
With the current representative resign' Eastern 's Student Senate has plans to
ce a new me1T1ber on the Charleston
Council early next semester, accordto Senate Speaker Blake Wood.
Jim Riemer, the first and only Student
ate member to hold the non-voting
isory position, is leaving his post on
senate and with it his representative
'es to the Charleston City Council.
iemer, a senior environmental biology
~or, graduates in the spring and says
hopes to go to work for the federal
vironmental Protection Agency in
hington D.C.
Wood said Riemer would be replaced
the first or second week in January.
wever, Riemer said at Tuesday night's
council meeting that he expected his
lacement to attend the next council
ting Dec. 2.
Wood said that the student body presi1 traditionally makes the choice of
ich senate member will sit on the
Riemer said he thought council memhad been pleased with the arrangent of having a student member attend
council meetings.
"(Commissioner John) Winnett had
ing but good comments about it (the
esentative idea)," Riemer said.
ther council members, including
yor Wayne Lanman, said they felt the

By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
City editor

The Charleston City Council Tuesday
passed all the agenda items at its regular
meeting including a $5,075 grant from
Charleston's tax increment financing district.
Robert Zabka of rural Charleston was
awarded the grant and a $2,800 loan for
improvements to his downtown property at
521 Seventh Street.
Tax increment financing funds come
from increases in local sales and property
tax revenue. State statute mandates establishment of the TIF district. All revenue
above a certain level set by the state goes
into the fund where it can be offered
through the council to individuals and businesses for property improvements.
The Charleston fund currently holds
$39,000, according to Commissioner Bruce
Scism.
Council members
excluding
Commissioner Roger Rives, who was not
present - also voted in favor of giving
$2,000 from city Tourism Funds to the Com
Belt Shrine Club to compensate for the
group's advertising expenses from its
October Air Show.
representative position benefited the city
and the university.
"I think it's good for them (Eastern
students) to be able to air their opinions,"
Lanman said.
Talk of the position begari late last fall

ome sweet home
est to help students with house hunting
ELLIOTT PEPPERS
dent government editor

In order to aid students in
ir annual hunt for good hous' Student Government will
nsor a Housing Fest Wednesy in the Martin Luther King
University Union.
The purpose of Housing Fest
to help give students a better
of where they want to live
xt year, said Debbie Cana.van,
air of the housing and univerdevelopment committee . .
"Local landlords and realtors
d representatives from the

residence halls will be giving
information to students who
need to start looking for housing
for next year," Canavan said.
"We're holding it now so students can take the information
home to their families and discuss it and have a really good
idea of where they want to stay
when they come back in January
or February," she added.
The Housing Fest will be held
from 6 to 8 p.m. in the . Grand
Ballroom of the Union. Canavan
said the fest will be an open
house, which students can come
in at anx time during the set

time period.
Canavan .said student government holds the fest every year,
but usually during the spring
semester.
She said this year they changed it to the fall semester to give
students a head start on the
housing hunt.
"We also expanded it to the
residence halls," she added.
"We 're hoping for a good
turnout," Canavan said~ "It's so·
beneficial to the students. The
committee is really encouraging
everyone to come out."

City police investigatin_g
alleged sexual assault
Charleston police are investigating an alleged criminal sexual assault that apparently occurred in Charleston early
Tuesday morning, the city's
assistant police chief said.
Although he wouldn't provide
many specifics on the alleged
assault or the investigation,
Charleston Assistant Police
Chief Ted Ghibelleni said the
victim was not an Eastern student to his knowledge.
Charleston Police Department
detectives received the case this
morning, Ghibelleni added.
"They have been working on
this all day," he said. "We have

not met since they got the case."
Mark Novak, Coles County
assistant state's aitorney, said
police have not asked the office
to file any charges in the case.
"We have received no information concerning this; we have
not been made aware of it," he
said.
Novak explained that the
police department usually does
not contact the state's attorney's
office until the department
wants charges filed or "would
like assistance in some manner."

- Staff report
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Eastern students are a Bunch of loafer

the faculty.
Eastern's students are pretty
"Besides EARTH (Enhancing Awareness Res
well-known for apathy.
Toward Humanity, the group formerly known as
/ Attendance at sporting events
CAP, Eastern Illinois Students Concerning Ab
is low and voter turnout percentPeace), we had other people picketing and ·march
ages at student government elec- with us," Visor said.
tions runs in the single digits. In
At the dedication of Edgar Drive last Friday, m
other words, we're not a very
bers of Kappa Alpha Psi and EARTH were joined
active campus as a whole.
.Individual students picketing along with profe
But every once in a while a
About 50 people showed up for the dedicatl
particular student or group makes
although not all were picketing. Visor said he beli
a difference - raises hopes that
they had an impact on the event, but he had re
yes, there is more on the minds Debbie
tions about Edgar's reaction.
of students than alcohol.
"He downplayed us by blowing off the issue (of
Members of Kappa Alpha Psi Carlson
were the first group to march - - - - - - - possible strike). But with us being out there we
a definite impact especially with the media
with the professors in front of
there," he said.
Old Main and show outward support of.the faculty.
For students who cannot or will not join the fra
These are Eastern students, protesting, taking
Editorials represent the opinion
ty in protesting he said letting teachers know that
action. Why?
of the editorial board. Columns
stand behind the teachers actions.
Scottie Visor, graduate student and Kappa Alpha Psi
Some students don't agree with what Visor and
Fraternity, Inc. president said there were various reaare the opinion of the author.
faculty are doing, but that's not the point. The pol
sons why the group decided to protest.
"We considered the teachers for one are not happy get out do something. Don't just sit around and
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1991
with their salaries we also looked at it from the point for something to happen. We are a university
that if your parents went on strike you'd want t-0 stick loafers and followers, not activists and leaders.
Go out and do something in the commun
behind your parents," he said.
Taking a stand took a lot of guts for th~ members, Although what Visor is doing is good, it re
considering student reaction is pretty unknown. I shouldn't be newsworthy. Activism on colleges
mean no one wants a strike, but no one knows the be commonplace, not necessarily phenomenal.
What happens in the next few days might or m
general consensus of the student body on the faculty
view of the bargaining. Aside from that, the fraternity not be affected by the picketing, but it sends a I
members showed a sign of solidarity with the faculty message to the administrators in the Board
who graciously welcomed them to the cause.
Governors.
Visor said, though, the group has been receiving
Debbie Carlson is managing editor and a co/u
Controversy among members of the positive feedback from the students and lately more
·
organizations have picketed with them on the side of forThe Daily Eastern News.

OPINION
page

Price should
keep students
interest in. mind

Student Senate began at last Wednesday's
meeting over a bylaw change that would
give the Speaker of the Senate the power
to appoint two members to the newly
formed joint Student Senate-Faculty Senate
Committee.
The bylaw change would also set the
third student member of the six-member
committee as the chair of the senate's
Governmental Affairs committee.
The committee, which was started at the
beginning
of
the
semester, is composed
of three members of the
senate and three members from the Faculty Senate. Student
members of the committee - Curtiss Cline,
Jill Pfeiffer and Dave Kinsey - were
appointed by Student Body President
Martha Price.
The proposed bylaw change states that
at the "begining of every fall semester, the
speaker of the senate will appoint two senators to serve on the (joint) committee."
Price has objected to the bylaw proposal, saying the bylaw undermines her
authority and that she may use her veto
In an effort to dispel rumors,
power if the bylaw change passes the senStudent
Government conducted
ate.
informal research to inform stuSpeaker of the Senate Blake Wood and dents on the actions being taken
the three current student members of the by the University in the event of
committee have all said the change would a faculty strike. We feel confibe a- positive one. The Speaker of the dent that the University administration is doing everything in
Senate traditionally makes appointments to their power to ensure the prosenate committees.
tection of student interests.
The bylaw will come to the vote of the Although their actions may Tom
senate at Wednesday's meeting, -and if it is seem concealed at times, this is
passed by the senate, it could be rejected due to the fact that their policies Puch
are contingent- on a number of - - -.- - - by Price.
factors. They are presently working on a number of
If Price does so, she may very well be plans to handle every situation involved in a faculty
strike. · Listed are a number of questions we have
exercising her veto for the wrong reasons.
Senate members represent the students been researching and the answers are based on the
best knowledge of the administrators at the present
of Eastern and so do the members of the time.
executive board. If the bylaw change pass1. Will the University close in the event of a facules the s~nate, it should stand as passed by ty strike?
Every effort has been made to ensure the unithe student body's elected representatives.
versity
will remain open and operational. This
The News believes that the veto power
includes the library, the food services, student housof the Student Body President should be ing and the physical plant.
used judiciously and only in matters that
2. Will I receive credit and/or grades from the unithe president feels the legislation would versity?
President Rives stated that the university's aim
not be in the best interest of the student
is to give credit and letter grades to the students for
body.
this semester's course work, even if it means the
We urge Price to consider the nature of grades will be issued after the scheduled time.
the committee and how its members are Presently, a pass/fail system is not being considered
appointed and the effects that such a as an option.
3. How will graduate students be affected in the
bylaw change would have on the university
event of a faculty strike?
before she takes any action against the
Dean (Larry) Williams has indicated that graduproposed bylaw change.
ate assistants will continue to receive their money

(d•1ton·a1

-------

Your turn

Senate member prov_ides some answe

and the university plans to honor their contract if

they continue to perform the duties of that co
He also mentioned that all benefits such as
ships, insurance and loans will be honored
graduate assistants perform the duties the
assigned.
4. How will student housing be affected by
ulty strike?
According to Housing Director Lou Hen
the event of a faculty strike the housing situatl
remain _"Busjness as Usual." He did mentio
extra programming and alternative activities
made available. Also in the extreme event of
pus closedown, he assured us that the bala
funds will be refunded.
5. Should I be in fear in crossing a "union
line" to attend class?
The faculty at Eastern are not approach!
situation in a violent manner. They have stat
we strongly agree, that they in no way want
dents to be affected in a negative way. Furth
President Stan Rives has made clear that
being met will still uphold the university art
policy. During a faculty strike a student is s
gated to attend classes that are being met.
We hope the answers to these questions
students' worries about the ramifications of a
strike. In conducting our research, we felt the
al attitude of the administration was tha
remained optimistic that a satisfactory re
would be achieved before a strike, but in the
of a faculty strike, precautions are being
minimize injury to student interests. The ad
tion, in a faculty strike, has formulated plans
the university open and as fully operational as
ble, so do not make vacation plans just yet.

Tom Puch is a member of the Student Sena
guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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ylaw changes stir up controversy with senate
majority of the senate," Wood said.
removed himself from the committee,"
The bylaw was not created to be taken Wood said.
personally, but is set up to include guideGerber was appointed by Price to repe controversial bylaw change con- lines to continue the work done by the resent the executive branch of the Student
. g the structure of the joint Student committee, Wood said. "I don't see it as Senate, Wood said.
-Faculty Senate committee will be being personal, but logically concerned
The joint committee was created to
for review at this Wednesday's with the welfare of the committee and the increase communication between the
nt Senate meeting.
communication between the faculty and Faculty and Student Senates at the start
bylaw change asserts that appoint- student senates," Wood added.
of the school year.
to the committee be made by the
"Outside of communication what we
The bylaw states that the members on
er of the senate instead of the stu- the joint committee be "the chairman of are doing is very good," Kinsey said.
body president.
the committee on governmental affairs,"
Projects the joint committee are workwholeheartedly agree with the bylaw and two additional members appointed by ing on include revising the academic calge as it reads now," said Blake the speaker of the senate.
endar and possibly forming a Disabled
, speaker of the senate.
Many senate members disagreed that Persons Advisory Board, Cline said.
rrently the three Student Senate one member consistently be the chairman
The bylaw change unanimously passed
bers seated on the joint committee - of the governmental affairs committee through the legislative leadership comiss Cline, Dave Kinsey and Jill because members are chosen for their mittee, which is comprised of the speaker
er - have been appointed by Martha objectivity and willingness to compro- of the senate and the committee chair, student body president.
mise.
men, Wood said.
·ce threatened a possible veto on the
Currently, the bylaw change is tabled
Last week Brett Gerber, chief of staff,
w change if it is passed by the removed himself as the fourth member of and requires a two-third vote to remove it
ent Senate because she feels the the joint committee representing the from the table.
w is a "personal attack."
Student Senate to prevent communication
The Student Senate will meet at 7 p.m.
e student body president can "con- problems.
in the Tuscola-Arcola Room of the
tionally veto a bylaw change, but the
Gerber "could not convey himself in a Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
can be overridden by a two-third professional manner and graciously
In other senate business:

ew edition
pecial education course approved

• Student Senate is sponsoring a
Housing Fest Wednesday to inform students about on and off campus living.
The fest will be held from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The Housing Fest is designed to
inform students about available housing
for the spring and the following year,
Wood said.
"Area landlords will be there to answer
questions and provide sample leases,
along with various representatives for the
residence halls," Wood said.
"Having the fest now will give students a good perspective on what is available," Wood added.
The senate will also discuss the results
of negotiations between the Board of
Governors an~d the University Professionals of Illinois, the union that represents faculty at Eastern and four other
universities.
Also, "if there is a strike, the student
government will remain in operation as
long as possible," Wood added.

Minority assistance topic
of United Student meeting
By SUSAN KIEL

Edwards said he plans to
present to the group what
action they can take to
The United Student Union challenge the Minority Assiswill meet at 8 p.m. Wednesday tance Program.
in room 217 in Buzzard Build"What I first need to do is
ing.
write a letter to the Council on
According to Matt Edwards, Academic Affairs and ask for a
the group's founder, the orga- hearing to discuss the Minority
nization will be discussing Assistance Program," he said.
Eastern 's Minority Assistance
Edwards also said that he
Program and what action the plans to pass out petitions
group plans to take regarding opposing the program to USU
the program.
members at the meeting.
"The Minority Assistance
He will be asking the memProgram seems to violate affir- bers to obtain signatures of
mative action guidelines," students in support of the
Edwards said. "The Minority group's position.
Assistance Program considers
Edwards added that he will
race only. No other factors are be discussing plans with the
considered.
group for a protest promoting
"The program lowers fixed absolute racial equality in all
standards for ACT scores and campus programs.
GPAs," he added.
Other business to be -pre"The program has racist sented at Wednesday 's meeting
implications that hurt minori- include a discussion of what
ties. It offers a remedial educa- actions the group wants to take
tion program that helps only regarding the allegations of
minorities. This implies that all segregation in off-campus
minorities are remedial.
housing.
"Part of USU's goal is to
"We as -a group have already
work for racial equality. Any decided on our platform. Now
program that is reverse dis- we are going to come to a concrimination is just as bad as sensus as to what actions we
any other discrimination," want to take," Edwards said.
Edwards said.

Staff writer

e Council on Graduate Studies passed a new
u;i.te course in special education at its regular
ting Tuesday, said Jill Nilsen, associate dean of
uate school.
The committee also approved a statement from
university committee on assessment, approved
k assignment guidelines and returned a gradudegree program draft to a subcommitee.
Early childhood special education program
inistration and supervision" will be offered
t fall.
"The purpose is to provide students (with)
ts and toddlers information or knowledge coning administration of early intervention pros," Nilsen said.
"Often times infants and toddlers are handid or at risk for handicapping conditions," she
d.
Along with endorsing the campus committee's
, the council added their own opinions on what
thought was missing from the endorsement.
(The council wanted to) ensure that graduate
cation was incorporated into the assessment
ument and that some effort throughout the uniity be coordinated," Nilsen said.
hat statement .endorsed the concept of assessst and also raised several issues for the committo consider."
document from the Oct. 15 meeting was also
oved,providing graduate assistant assignment
elines.
he purpose of the document, according to
n, was to give graduate assistants with work
'gnment guidelines, ethics boundaries, a plan to
'gn different duties, as well as a complaint sys-

.::
.·.·
WEDNESDAY
DRINK SPECIAL
lnenkugel's Pitchers

$3.00

FOOD SPECIAL
lied Pork Tenderloin
Basket

$3.75

Sat. 11 a.m.-la.m.

Jill Nilsen
associate dean of graduate school _

''

tern.
In other action, the council sent a draft document
dealing with the nature of quality graduate degrees,
back to its subcommittee. Nilsen said the council
decided the document needed further revisions
until it was sent.
"The council requested additonal information
into the text of the document," she said. "The subcommittee that worked on drafting it will incorporate the suggestions provided by council members."
Th.e graduate council - of eight professors and
one graduate student - consists of Minh Dao, a
professor of economics; Ruth Dow, professor in
home economics; Council Chair Dean Dudley, deapartmen t of accounting and finance; Russel
Fischer, physical education department; Claire
Krukenberg, department of math; Jan MarquardtCherry, department of art; Melanie Rawlins,
department of education psychology and guidance;
and Don Smitley, professor of education administration.
Karen Scott, graduate student in political science, is the graduate on the council.

Spaghetti Special Chi'sUNPLUGGED
presents
Every Wednesday
4 'til 9 p.m.

$1.99 FULL ORDER
·w1TH GARLIC BREAD

~~ poglioi's

::

~~

PIZZA

1600 LINCOLN AVE.

345-3400
SORRY NO CARRYOUT

Late Nite Special

FREE Semi·Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 10 p.m.
(with regular cheese)

Kitchen Hours

Mon.-Fri. H a.m.-9 p.m,
Sat. 11 a.m.-3 p.m. ~
Bar Hours

''

Often times infants and toddlers
are handicapped or at risk for
handicapp.i ng conditions

~

Thinner than Thick - Thicker than Thin
No Coupon Necessary - Good with Other Offers
~·

;

',

'

''CRUEL SHOES''
Music by:

Van Halen, Styx, Doors,
Eagles, Seger, AC/DC

$1°0 LONGNECI<S
$250 PITCHERS
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The Dally Easte-:n Ne

,.Faculty to present
lecture Wednesday
By TYLER PIERCE
Staff writer

ALAN GUILE/Staff photographer

Smash
Don Sanders, (left), and Walt Burkybile, (right), work on replacing a
section of the sidewalk in front of Coleman Hall Tuesday morning. ·

The Lumpkin College of
Business will present the first
lecture of its Colloquium Lecture Series at 3 p.m. Wednesday
in room 127 of Lumpkin Hall.
The lecture will feature a pres en ta ti on by Dr. Sid Dudley
tjtled "Nudity in Advertising:
Have Social Changes Affected
Consumer Attitudes?," and
another presentation by Edwin
May III, director of the Office
of Grants for Research, titled
"Preparing Applications for
Grants and External Funding."
Dudley said that the Lumpkin
College of Business sponsors
the colloquium series each year.
The series allows the faculty
who received the College of
Business summer research
grants to present the results of
their research.

"It gives the opportunity for
some of the faculty to present
their research and let the other
faculty· see what's going on,"
Dudley said. "We also present
other topics to inform the faculty on research methodology,
research topics and these types
of subjects."
According to Dudley, there
are typkally five or six lectures
in the series each year. The individual lectures are presented
about once a month, with most
of them occurring during the
spring semester.
Dudley said he will focus on
research of the use of nudity in
advertising today and how people feel about nudity in advertising. He will also discuss how
faculty obtains grants and external funds.
The lecture is open to all who
wish to attend, Dudley added.

FREE TRAVEL
AIR COURIERS AND
CKUISESHIPS.
Students also
needed for Christmas,
Spring, and Summer for
Amusement Park
Employment. CALL

(805) 682-7555
EX F-3330

HELP WANTED

POSTAL JOBS
AVAILABLE
Many Positions
Great Benefits
CALL (805) 682-7555
EXT. P-3577

~

PliNTHEii.

---

LOUNGE

QB NITE

BACCHUS wins awards at multi-school conference
By CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor

Eastern 's chapter of Boosting
Alcohol Consciousness Concerning
the Health of University Students
came away from the 11th annual
BACCHUS General Assembly
with the Outstanding Chapter
Award for a school that has over
10,000 students.
This is the third year in a row
that Eastern 's chapter has won the

award, said J. T. Silence, president
of BACCHUS.
"We were happy about it; it's
kind of tradition now," Silence said.
"We went to Indianapolis for the
conference," he added. "It began
Friday and lasted until Sunday."
Silence said members 'of
GAMMA, a greek organization
promoting alcohol awareness,
members of BACCHUS and students who are interested in joining
GAMMA all went to the confer-

NEED EXTRA MONEY?

SEIZED CARS,

National Marketing
Company Needs People
With Good Phone Voices.
Earn $5 per hour
Guaranteed PLUS
Bonuses

trucks, boats,

To Apply call
348-5250 EOE

ence.
"Basically (the reason for the
conference is) for the exchange of
information with chapters across
the country," Silence said. "There
were also chapters from Canada
and Mexico there. It is just networking of information.
"Our GAMMA chapter won
Outstanding GAMMA chapter for
1991," he said. "They received
$200.
"Our BACCHUS chapter won a

by FBI, IRS, DEA
AVAILABLE IN YOUR
AREA NOW
CALL (805) 682-7555
EXT. C-6060

We
Deliver
11 am - 11 pm

DRAFTS

50¢ Can
Don't Want It?

SELL IT!
Use The Daily Eastern N
Classifieds

15 words and green color art for $5
Each additional word 15¢.

CHEESEBURGER, FRIES & 20 OZ DRINK

Your message will appear ·
Tuesday, December 3rd
Deadline is Wednesday, November 27th

$319

Wednesday Only
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
.•.;

25¢

He knows when you've been
good or bad ·...
So be an angel
and send someone
·a personal ad.

4-wheelers,
motorhomes,

Billiard Bar
&
Restaurant

Mocktail Contest there (at the conference)," Silence added. "We used
the mocktail recipe Delta Sigma
Theta came up with to win our
mocktail contest during Alcohol
Awareness Week."
Eastern 's BACCHUS chapter
also won Outstanding School
Display.
"There were about 200 chapters
at the conference," Silence said.
''There were close to 600 students
and faculty there."

OPEN
Daily 11-2

Stix
20 & 32 oz. Premium Beer

345-7849

Message _________________

Old Chicago Premium Bottles
Stoli & Mixer
(LADIES) Wine Coolers
Giant Slices After 9PM

I
Ii

Circle your choice:

Pool is 75¢ per hour
ALL DAY & NIGHT
Live DJ

NO COVER!
Big Screen TV

D

A.

B.

c.
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Wednesday, November 20, 1991

DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

REC SPORTS SHORTS

Office: Student Recreation Center Lobby

Telephone: 581-2821 or 581-2820 ·

ENTRY DEADLINES
powerl'f
1t'1ng ..................................... ...... .......................... .. ...Today

SPECIAL EVENTS
INTRAMURAL
CHAMPIONS!
.
.

TENNlS SINGLES
Badminton Doubles (M,W,CR) ...... ...... ..... Tuesday, November 26
--------------------~ MEN 'SCHAMPION:~ddPorter
POWERLIFTING
WOMEN"S CHAMPION : Amy Kirkland
--Men's and Women's Team and Individual.
PUNT PASS AND KICK
--Men's weight classes: 123, 132, 149, 165, 182, 198, 220, and
MEN'S TEAM CHAMPION: Delta Sigma Phi #1
unlimited.
Roster: Mike Majcher,.Jim Meese, Dave Sullivan, Jim Martin,
--Women's weight classes: 97, 106, 114, 123, 132, 149, 165, and
Brian Owen
unlimited.
MEN'S
DOUBLES CHAMPION: Jim Martin & Dave Su-llivan
--Teams consist maximum 8 - may be distributed in any manner
MEN'S BEST OVERALL: Jose.DeJesus
throughout the weight classes.
WOMEN'S BEST OVERALL: Tami Domescik
--3 events for the meet are: bench press, deadlift, and squat.
--Format of 7 lift wild card meet - 2 lifts per event plus an extra lift
FRISBEE GOLF
on any 1 of 3 events.
MEN'S
TEAM
CHAMPION:
SIGMA Pl II
--Entries taken until TODAY 2-10 p.m. in the SRC Lobby.
Roster: Barry Eckerty, Paul Snyder, James Hassels, John Pile,
--Event begins Thursday, November 21 in SAC downstairs
John
Gaul.
·
free-weight area.
~~~~~B~A~D~M~l~N~T~O~N~D~O~U~B
. ~L~E~S~~~~~ MEN'S DOUBLES CHAMPIONS: Paul Snyder&John Gaul
1
MEN'S INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION: Douglas Murphy
--Mens, Womens, and Mixed Doubles.
WOMEN'S INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION: Monica Workman
--Matches of best 2 out of 3 games to 11 points.
TABLE TENNIS SINGLES
--Teams may choose a Monday or Tuesday evening tournament
MEN'S CHAMPION: Dave Sardella
at 8 p.m. Winners advance to Wednesday evening finals.
--Entries taken until Tuesday, November 26 in the SRC , both WOMEN'S CHAMPION: Kellie Nowicki
members of a team must pre-register with validated student l.D.
TRAPSHOOTING
or Faculty/Staff Rec Card.
MEN'S CHAMPION: Kappa Delta Rho/EIU Trap & Skeet
--Play begins Monday, December 2 in Lantz Fieldhouse at 8 p.m .
Roster: Nick Bart, Joseph Galvan, Dan Meshenky, Brad Schmitt,
CLOSED!!
TJ. Muller
The SRC downstairs weight area will be closed on Thursday, MEN'S DOUBLE CHAMPIONS: Greg Farrel & Terry Suessen
November 21 from 4:30-11 :00 p.m. due to Intramural MEN'S INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION: Terry Suessen
MIXED DOUBLES CHAMPION: Chris Patterson & Tanya
Powerlifting Competition. Sorry for the inconvenience.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Rossolille
NOTICE!! NOT ALLOWED!!
WOMEN'S INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION: Tanya Rossolille
No Books, Coats, or other carry-ins, which are not used to workout, are not allowed in the SRC. Please use the lockers along
the wall, they are only $ .25 tor single usage. Please notice
there will be a $ .50 retrieval fee for any items left in a locker
without paying. Also, the old lockers outside the Lantz Fitness
Center are still in usage _cost $ .10. The SRC is not responsible
for any LOST OR STOLEN ITEMS.

1 ON 1 BASKETBALL
MEN'S OVER 6' AND OVER CHAMPION : Anthony Avery
MEN'S UNDER 6' CHAMPION: Jeff Nelson
WOMEN UNDER 5'6" CHAMPION: Kathy Kofink

21 ELIMIN A'JION BASKETBALL

---------------~-----~CO-REC

FREE LOCKERS AVAILABLE
Students may have a FREE locker assigned to them for use during the semester by purchasing a University padlock ($5.50 +
tax) from the· student Union Bookstore and going to the Lantz
Equipment Issue Room. Lockers are available for both men and
women. There is no other charge for this service.
If you have your own lock, you may use a locker in the men's or
women's locker rooms on a daily basis, however you must
.
remove your lock each day.
Contact the Issue Room at 581-3112 if you have any questions
concerning the use of the Lantz locker lockers.

STUDENTS!
Come and check out the Student Recreation Center's Cardiovascular
Equipment. We have equipment that will give you an intense aerobic
and total body workout in only 20 minutes. We have Stairmaster,
Nordic Tracs, Lifecycles, Liferower, Schwinn Air Dynes, and much,
much more!

"'
CHAMPIONS: DirkShannabarger&JennHerDaniel

RACQUETBALL DOUBLES
MEN'S CHAMPIONS: Rob Ayres & Ted Ahr
CO-REC CHAMPIONS: Brian Clodi & Rhorida Hauglie

CROSS COUNTRY RUN ,

MEN'S TEAM CHAMPIONS: Fahrvergnugen
~
Roster: Adam Silbernagel, Todd Naumann, Troy Walcott, Charlie
Blackburn, Ted Warnicki
MEN'S INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION: Troy Walcott
Men's Age Group Champions:
17-19
Charlie Blackburn
20-21
Troy Walcott
22-23
Dan O'Connell
24-29
Brendan Roach
30 & over Harold Hinz
WOMEN'S INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION: Jacki Gallagher

PICKLE-BALL DOUBLES

-----~-----~--------~MEN'S CHAMPIONS: Dan Beres&Jay Meyer

THANKSGIVING FACILITY HOURS!!

Over Thanksgiving break, the SRC and Lantz Facilities will be closed
on Tuesday, November 26 starting 4:30 p.m. thru Sunday, December
1. We will reopen at 7:00 a.m. on Monday, December 2. HAVE A
HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

CANCELLED!
As of Monday, November 18, the 8:00 a.m. Aerobics class has been
cancelled.

CO-REC CHAMPIONS: Deann Johnson & Doug Behrens

***CORRECTION***
On November 13, 1991 , the Rec Sports Shorts incorrectly stated
that the Sigma Chi were the Intramural Soccer Champins. The
correct champion was Sigma Pi. The IM Department congratulates the Sigma Pi 1991 Soccer Champs!

Let everyone know about your
services! Advertise in The Daily
Eastern News!
The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
Ali classified advertising
must meet the 2 p . m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p .m.
will be published in the foilowi ng days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
Ail Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it . becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Developmental Trainers needed to work
with developmentally disabled
adults. TRAINING, CERTIFICATION and BENEFITS PROVIDED.
Full and Part-time, start $4.60/hr.
Apply in person at 738 18th St.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _1216
ON-CAMPUS JOB, OFF-CAMPUS SALARIES. EIU Office of
Development looks to hire energetic students for Annual Telefund Drive.
During spring
semester-Saturday and Sunday
hours. No phone calls , please
apply in person with Anne
Voegeli at Brainard House.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/22
Now Hiring Ail shifts available.
Full and Part-time. McDonald's
on Lincoln Ave. Apply in person.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _11 /22
NANNY OPPORTUNITIES: San
Francisco - 1 girl - $180/week; So
Calif - newborn - $165/week ;
Connecticut - infant - $200/week;
Chicago - 1 girl - $160/week; Virginia - 2 children - $225/week;
Many positions available. One
year commitment necessary. Cali
1-800-937-NANI.
_ _ _' _ _ _ _ _ _11/22
INDEPENDENT SALES REP.
WANTED . Sell custom screen
printed T-shirts , sweats , party
favors, etc. to student groups on
your campus. Set own hours . No
financial obligation . Advertising
support provided. Cali collect (31 4)
726-3219 for more info and distributor application. Ask for Bob.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _11/22
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to
students or student organizations
promoting our Spring Break
Packages. Good Pay & Fun. Cali
CMI 1-800-423-5264.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /21

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
AooPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMAilS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST

&. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The
oauy

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

1 Use a whip
5 Author of "The
Seven Lady
Godivas"
10Autocrat
14Xiamen' s
former name
15 Dripping
1eGudrun's
husband
17 Milieu of Moran
and Mack
191tem on a
seafood menu
20 Make rough or
harsh
21 Removes to a
distance
23United
24 Dance of the
jazz age

Ao FORM

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Students D Yes

D No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __

Ad to read:

Under Classification o f : - - --

- --

One bedroom apartment. One
block from campus on TENTH
STREET. Phone 345-9751 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20
FOR RENT: 2 bdrm. apt., $200 a
month plus electric. Phone 3456201 after 4 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ca11 /12-15,18-22
2 female subleasors needed for
,spring semester. Lincolnwood
Apts . Close to campus ,
$140/month. call 345-1291 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20
Female subleasor needed. $155
per month-free heat-5 minute
walk to campus. Cali Pinetree
apartments 345-6000 . .
11 /20
2 male subleasors needed for
Spring. Each will have their own
huge room. $140/month . 3451292.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20
Male subleasor needed. Spring
semester. Furnished, own room ,
great location. $190/month, negotiable. 348-091 o.
_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ 1216
Subleasor needed for 1 bedroom
apt. Close to campus. Cali 3485517.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20
Roommate needed for Spr. 92.
155 /mth plus utilities. Cali Dan
345-5564.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1216
Female roommate(s) needed for
Spring term . Park Place Apartments. OWN ROOM. Cail 3485518.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/22

ACROSS

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ __

2 bedroom, furnished apartment.
Includes dishwasher, carpeting,
central heat & air. Close to campus. As Low as $130/month per
person. Carlyle Rentals. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1216
1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments.
Fully furnished, convenient location, available now and for Spring
term. Call 345-6621 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1216
Housing for 2, 3, 4. Close to EIU.
Jim Wood, Century 21 . 345-4489.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216

- -- - - -

Male Roommate needed. Park
Place Apts. $130 month + half
utilities. 345-6783.
=---,--,,-.,...,.--_.::_-,--~11 /20
Female Subleasor needed ASAP
or Spring '92. Youngstown Apts.furnished, A/C, across from pool.
Rent negotiable. Cali Courtney 1874-2480.
:-:-:----..,...,:-----:-...,....,--11 /21
Male $Ubleasor needed for spring
semester, own room, furnished.
1/2 utilities , free king size
waterbed. $187.50. 348-7631 .
.,.-,-~-..,...,----,---,=-o-11 /22
1 Male subleasor for 2BR Apt, on
campus across from Carmen
Hall. $210 plus 1/2 utilities. Move
in now or for Spring semester.
345-3526.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _11 /20
Male Subleasor Needed Spring
92. Rent 125, low utilities. Cali
Marty 345-4097. .
-------~-11 /20
OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT .
SPRING SEMESTER APARTMENT AND
SUBLEASOR
AVAILABLE. 345-6533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/6
One or two female subieasors
needed fo r spring . Own Bed rooms, washer & dryer, 130/mo &
1/3 of the utilities. Cali 348-5030.
11 /22

FOR SALE: Jeweleries, el
household goods, & more
100 items. Ali new. lnterna ·
House Lounge 1-5p.m. Nov. 1
17, 23, 24.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11
Sony CD player $50, Advent
tal sound processor $!50. F
auto Bose speakers w/equar
digital radio cassette $200.
345-7282.

7"o-------=-~=-1
Magnavox stereo $30. Re
stereo $125. Marantz Equ
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" spe
$15. 348-5460.

1
1987 Chevette 4 speed A
cassette, new tires, looks
runs good 75,000 miles $23
348-0692.

_________,

82 KZ650 6500 mi . Runs
looks great. $750.00 348-1

_________,

Formals very nice. Lavender
royal blue. Worn once. Size
$25 OBO 348-5541 .

Colle ge Shi Town USA

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• High quality acconvnodatiom for 6 nights

•Four out of five day 90UV9rli' photo
llfttldr.et.
• Round-trip motor coach transportation
from your campus to Steamboat Springs,

c-

• A complete schedule of tree parties, events
and promotions
• Steamboat Spnngs Coupon Book good tor lood,
merchand1H, and HMOI disoounts
•All taxes, tips, and servioa dlarges 1neluded
·Featuring the OVERLOOK HOTEL

=----=------~11 /22

Spring Subleasor needed. Own
bedroom for male. $200 a month,
utilities included . Call after
3 :00p.m. Ask for Nelson . 3480485
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/2

CALL MIKE

345-9513

RAISING

$219

14
17

20

34
37

40

52

55
t.....-+---+-+-58

sSage
7 River in Zaire
8 "Erie Canal "
mule
9 Small iceboats
10Crosby' s
birthplac e
11 Ecdys1asrs
forte
12 Astronaut
Shepard
13 Marks with
ridges
18 Irregular

no. words/days_ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

D Check

SUBLEASOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING, ROYAL HGHTS.
GOOD LOCATION . $165/MO.
OWN ROOM. PHONE 345-7302.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
Female roommate needed for
Spring sem. $140/month plus 1/4
utilities. One block from campus.
Cali 345-5298.
_ __ _ _ _ _ ___1214
FEMALE SUBLEASOR NEEDED . $135/ month plus utilities .
348-1891 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /20
1 male subleasor for spring. very
close to campus. call 345-7657.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /20
Male subleasor needed for spring
semester. House close to cam pus. Own room . Summer free.
345-7965.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /20
Classifieds sell!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20

e Meritocracy

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

D Cash

Furni sh ed hou s e-own room excelient condition. Rent negotiable. 348-7058.
~:--~~-----11 /25
2 Female Subleasors needed for
Spring 1992. Youngstown-fu rnished, A/C, across from pool. 1
month's FREE RENT. 348-7881 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/6
2 FEMALE SUBLEASORS needed for Spring . House-close to
campus. Own room-rent negotiable/call 345-3932.

44 Joa nne of film s
25 Hope follower
28 Edifyin g
45 Site of Fo rbes
31 - -la Paix
A.F.B .
32 Music for a
47 Like Fosdick
movie
52 Harp at La
33 Devon river
S c ala
34 Gossip -col umn 53 Hootchytidbit
kootchy 's k in
35 Geological
55 "- - no k ick
a reas
36 Put on a pound
56 Permission
or two
57 Half hitch , e .g .
37 - - -de-sac
(blind alley)
58 Instrument for
38 Wild water
King David
buffaloes
59 Funny Fudd
39 Zestful
60 Roadside sign
40 His glass is h alf
full
DOWN
42 Apples and
pears
1 Pelee output
43 Clay used for
2Japanese
building
pearlers
3 Dinner beginner
4 Spencer Tracy
role : 1941

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-

Payment:

-=-cP=R=l.,...,
S
NG
=-=
s,.,...
u=
B.,..,
LE
=-A
,...,S,...,
O'""
R,...,N
~E
=
EDED.

2 BEDROOM APT. Close to campus on 4th St. $195/mo. includes
basic cable. Fully furnished. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __1216
Female subleasor needed to
share 3BR ROYAL HTS. APT.
with 2 other females. Call after
2:30p.m. 1-346-2544.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/26
1 bedroom apartment available
spring-summer. Rent is based on
income.
_ _ _345-7838.
_ _ _ _ _ _11/22

D Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

22 Segars " - Story"
24 Casino
machines
25Clown
.
26 Kind of danc er
27 Deg . for a
teacher
28 Brilliant success
29 Egresses
30Gainsay
31 Rich, to Ricardo
32 Import
35Venal

36Chicle
38 Frenzied
39 Fruit of the
calabash
41 Think up
420rison
44 Do intensive
researc h
45 Shadow

47 Humburg
48 Superior, e
49 Resort in
so Rob Roy
one
51 Clutches
eggs
54Kingkl1p

I

P.M.

6:00
6 :30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9 :00
9 :30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

WTW0-2
Night Court
Unsolved
Mysteries

Entmt. Tonight
Brooklyn Bridge
Royal Family

Married...
Dinosaurs
Wonder Years

Night Court
Seinfeld
Quantum Leap

Jake and the
Fatman
48 Hours

Doog1e Howser
Anything but Love
Civil Wars

News
Tonight

News
M*A*S*H
Current Affair
Hard Copy

News
Love Conn.
Johnny B
Nightline

Letterman

W.Virg1rna
at Kentucky

Murder She,
Wroter
Movie:
Personals

MacGyver

Can Be Told
Movie:
Stripes

News
Bulls at
Warriors

Equalizer
Movie

'·

L.A. Law
Frontiers

Submarine

Movie: The

Fuhrer: Seduction
of a Nation
Being Saved?
Spenser : For
Movie:
Hire
Gary $handling
Molly Dodd

Disney
Wings

Day After

SportsCenter
Off Road Racing

Sc1entif1c Amer.

eers
Night Court
Movie:Gone
With the Wind

Little House
oil Prairie
Combat

WKRP
Arsenic
Party Machine

Hollywood Stunt.
Mom. of Courage
WildlifeTales
Hollywood Offbeat
Wildlife
Silver Blaze
Choppers
FirePower

982 Kawasaki 650CSR Ork
e, Low Miles, New Tires, Batt,
ain, Must sell First $650. 345161.
1216
,....r-m-al:-s-;f-or---:::S-a,-1e-.-:;:$:=7-=5-:t-0-=$1 oo.
zes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after
Opm 348-7732.

..---o----=:---:----=-12/7

sale one Remington Electric
ding machine CHEAP . 34597.

•:-:--:-:---:--::-;-----==-=---:-12/7
Honda Magna 750cc Looks
d runs excellent! Must sell
,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.
.,..,....,-,--,--:---=:--=:--,--c---1217
980 Mazda Rx7 . New paint,
lutch, tires . 104,000 miles.
00 OBO. 348-7825.
R=-:--:::-::---:=:--=-:----::--12/7
978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with
d case . Good condition $275
I Brian 348-8703.
12/7
7A.,----::F~z=--eoo
~6-~Y~
A7
M~A~H

/white/blue, quick, low miles,
w tires , runs great! Must sell,
$2600 345-9129.
.,,---.,---,-----,~~=-.,-12/7
Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes 91. Call Mary at581-3215.
~,----,----,--..,--..,--,..,,.--.,--12/7
eedo swim suit size 10. Ladies
never worn tags are attached
0.00. Call 581-5758.

LOST: Brown leather jacket at
Chi 's 11/14. CASH REWARD IF
RETURNED. Call 581-2758. Ask
for Kara.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20
FOUND: One silver key on steps
in McAfee. Claim in 1O McAfee or
Call 3018.
~=--=---,-----,---~11 /21
LOST: Set of two keys with blue
EIU key chain Thursday night
between Pemberton and Old
Main . If found call 581-2359.
~-=-=--=:--:-----,-.,.--11 /21
LOST: Gold rope necklace with
charmholder and three charms.
Possibly lost at O'Brien Stadium
Saturday. Great Sentimental
value. Large Reward. Call 3487851.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21
FOUND: FEMALE CAT, WHITE
W/ORANGE PATCHES, 2-3
YRS. OLD, FOUND BY STEVENSON 11-18. CALL 345-9712.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/22

Alpha Garns: the food drive starts
at 6:00 so be ready to deliver
those bags. The men of LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA.
,.,..,.--,,-...,,.--:----::.....-.,.--11 /20
We Pay Cash for Broken gold
jewelry, diamonds, class rings,
~:--:----:----=-:--~1217
enith 25" console TV $150.
gold or silver coins & collection
arantz speakers (165 watts)
modern & antique guns. The
$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 AllPawn Shop 518 6th On the
and communicat ion receiver
Square. 348-1011
150. More. 345-4426 after 10
~:---=-:---:--_ _ _12/7
Singing Telegrams!! Birthdays,
Christmas, Anniversaries , Special
--~:-=---:---:--=--:--=:=-:-::-==:=c.1217
982 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBLE.
Occasions. Call 581-311 O 8-12
ood condition . $1800 O.B.O.
and 1-5 M-F for details.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/6
I Ken 345-9735.
1217
UB Lectures Presents-A Back!:-:9-=-54:-H,.,-o_n_,d,_a- A=-e- ro--,1""'2-=s-;S:-c-ooter.
stage History of Saturday Night
cellent condition. $600.00 345Live-November 20 8 :00 p.m.
2333 or 348-5808.
Grand Ballroom.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20
~.,,----,---,-,--1 2/7
Soloflex exercise machine . All
HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE - SUNchments included. 1 year old.
DAY , NOV.24 1 :OOP .M. TO
ed little. $1100. TV $60. 3485:00P.M. Save 10% or more on
9.
all party -dresses in stock-some
.
12/6
50% - Little girls-teens-misses.
983 Mustang GLX 2dr hatchLarge group of wedding gowns
k V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise
on sale NOW - Designer samples
Am/Fm Tape A/C 75,000 Miles.
- with savings of 1 O to 75%.
Excellent condition $3250. 345Norma 's Bridal Train, 308 N.
3020 anytime.
Central , in Paris, IL. (217)4632120.
=-::---:---,;----:-:-:---12/7
X band member selling good
,..,-.-..,,,---.--:--..,...,.--:--~11 /21
ff: Fender standard tele, MarParty Band looking for House
all 8040 amp , Digitech PDS
Parties. Call Bob 345-7312.
120, Pro-co RAT $700 for all.
-,---~---.,,.,--.,----:--11 /21
-1377.
Anna: You will make a beautiful
bride on Saturday. I wish you and
~-::---=--:-:-----:----:-1216
ustic Guitars w/case, strap &
Tim all the happiness in the
teaching materials. Call Matt
world! Phi Sig Love and mine,
1-5631.
Robin .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
11 /26
·:-:1-=-G-J=E=E-=p---=-c-:-J---=5-=·7c:::6-... V -8
Amy Albright: Thanks for helping
ine, Great Shape, Body Averus keep our. grades up so we can
Shape, $2000, 581-3003.
all go active. You're the best
1216
scholarship chair! DZ love forev'""'1-;0"""'l-,-ds--;:;C:--u"'"'tl-a-ss-.-n-e_w_e-ngi ne,
er, the Pledges.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
s, brakes, $1850 OBO. 34538.
Today: Non Traditional vs. Traditional Lawyer . 7p .m. CH 228.
'".":":"::-=--,;---::-::-;:--:-,,--,---,-,1216
1985 Dodge 600 All electric very
Also: Pre law meeting 3p.m. CH
ood condition $4,500. 1976
228. Discuss Dec. 2 banquet and
C Hornet good 850.00 345elections.
15.
-:---=--o--=:----::--11 /20
Kappa Della Rho informal rush
:-::---::--=--:--:-::----::----:--=-12/7
Mice-$.99, 1O gallon tank-$6.99,
tomorrow night at 7:00 at 719 Lin29 gallon tank and hood-$59.99,
coln (across from 7-11 ). Call 348anoles-$4.99. SWIFTS: copper,
0783 for rides & info.
jade, yellow stripe, red sided.
~-------:---11/20
LIZARDS: giant ameiva, tokay
Sig Kaps: get ready to party
gecko-$18.95, lg. crevice spiney,
tonight. Toga Toga Toga Toga
old tegu, leopard mountain
Toga Toga.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
orned, baby green iguanas4.95. SNAKES: 3 ft. BoaSig Kaps Pikes Sig Kaps Pikes
49.99, baby red and grey rat,
Sig Kaps Pikes Toga Toga Toga
nded california king, patchToga Toga Toga.
ose, garters, 2 1/2 ft. ball
11/20
-:LAc-cM,-,-,,-BD,,._A..,_..,C..,..H'"'"l7A7
.M-:.--,c'"'"LA~S~S: Good
pythons 2 inches thick-$99.99.
PLUS: tarantulas, turtles, tree
luck during the rest of I-week
frogs, scorpions, newts, rabbitsfrom the Actives.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
$14.95, hamsters, parakeets ,
cockatiels. PETROPICS open
Jen, Happy Birthday! It's been
evenings and weekends. 15th
great so far and it is going to get
1111d Madison. 348-1018.
better. Love, Grey.
:::---...,..,--,;::------,.---:11 /19
,,.--:::...,..,-,---,~,-----;---11 /20
2 year old Queen size waterbed DEAN "O"-Sorry about getting
· mirrored headboard and 12
mad at you. Forgive me?? Phi
underdrawers must sell! orig ' Sig LOVE, Karla.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
$1100, asking $350. 345-2584.
DENA & CRAIG-Thanks for a
----:---:---=_1216
1984 Toyota Corolla LE 4 door
great time on "DAD'S NIGHT".
sed an. Auto, air, rear defrost,
Let's do it again soon. You guys
good cond. $2,975. 345-3576.
are the best parents I Amy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
King size waterbed, good condiBrad-Have a great week! Looking
tion. $180. More info call Kate
forward to our break together! I
345-9469.
love you-Amy.
----~~:--:--_11/20
~---,----,-~--,,.,.~11/20
Nintendo and R.B.I. baseball $50.
T.J.-or shall I say MR. SINATRA?
Kenmore microwave $40. 345Awesome job Saturday night! By
3654.
the way-I could use some help
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
with airband ... Maria.
Advertise in the Classifieds of
,,....,--,,---,----,..,..-,-,--11 /20
The Daily Eastern News! We
DOG needs good family. LABaccept Visa and MasterCard for
neutered . Free-call DAYS 581all of your advertising needs!
6220. After 5p.m . 348-8044.
- - - -- -·- ·--11120
11 /2:Z

DZ would like to congratulate
BACCHUS and GAMMA for the
many awards they won at the
General Assembly.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
Kristy Sodders and Kim Wiford:
You guys did a great job with Parents Weekend! Way to go! Love,
your DZ sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
DEL TS-Thanks for a great function on Monday. Love, the
ALPHA PHls.
=---:,,.---,,,--,..,..-----,...,...-11 /20
Tracy Pavlik, Happy 21st Birthday! Try to stay on your feet and
off your face tonight! Amy and
Lyn.
=~-:--~-:-:-:-:-:----11 /20
TRACY PAVLIK: Have a great
21st birthday! Be ready to party
tonight! Luv ya, Lyn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
Ground Zero at Ted's tonight.
Good music; no surfing. special
guest-Double Take.
~:--:--~:---:--:---:--11 /20
Kendyl Kinshaw-You're awesome! Have a great week. ASA
Love, Your Secret Pal.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
KRISTY and BOB-It's about
time!! Congrats on getting lavaliered! Love, Susanne.
~-:-:=~~-,--:~,,----11 /20
HEY, TRI-SIGMAS: Get ready to
skate, skate, skate tonight!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
MARCI OSESEK: Happy 20th
Birthday. Are you excited?!? We
will have fun tonight-you deserve
it!! Alpha Garn Love, Jennie.
11/20
A-:--L=P-:H...,-A-G~A~M-=P-:L=E=o~G~E~S: You
guys have been doing such a
great job! You will be done before
you know it! Keep your chins up
& have a great week! Love, the
ALPHA GAM ACTIVES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
Rene Schwaab-Congratulations
on getting lavaliered to Rick
Brethorst of Sigma Pi! Love, your
Alpha Garn sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
BOOKS! WEDNESDAY NOV.20NORTHEAST LOBBY. COLEMAN 8-4P.M.-TEXTS, NOVELSGET THEM CHEAP.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
Happy Anniversary Dan Cody! It's
been a great two years . I love
you, Amy.
=---:--::::----,-,--=-,11 /20
Ground Zero tonight at Ted's with
special guest Double Take. See
what you've been missing.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20
New recycling center. Think globally, act locally. 203 N. Tenth St.
M-F 9-4, S 8-12. 348-1953.
~=---,~--,--..,.....,----,,11 /26
B-52's : Get psyched for Thursday! Get ready to shimmy our little buns off! Love, Ziel. ~----,-----11 /20
CHERYL WAWRO: To my blondfree , extension-free roommate:
CONGRATS ON ENTERING 1WEEK! Your AGS, Schmel. PS.
F.H.N.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20

Calvin

and

AST ALPHA-BITS : CONGRATULATIONS ON GOING ACTIVE.
YOU GATORS DID A GREAT
JOB! LOVE, TOM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
Delta Zeta Pledges-Sorry about
missing breakfast! How about
one of my own!?! You are doing a
brilliant job with pledging! Turtle
love, Anna Van.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
To Tim and Kevin : My Big Bro
and Little Bro : Get ready for the
SNAKES night out! Jeff.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
To the men of Sigma Nu: Thanks
for having confidence in me. I will
not let you down. Brian.
=-:-:-::--~-:-:~~--11 /20
PAUL JURGENSEN: We will
miss you next semester but
remember ALUMNI SPEND
MONEY! B.
~-,-----~--11/20
For brotherhood at its best, give
Sigma Nu a try. 581-6898.
-:--~~~-~~~~11/22
Jennifer Hellrung-Happy Birthday!
We must go out & get a beer!
Thanks for being the best AGS!
Love, Stephanie.
11/20
~SA~M~S~C~O~M~M~ITI=E=E~M~E=M~BERS:

IMPORTANT MEETING AT 6:30
TONIGHT IN THE WALKWAY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
Thursday Night: Come out and
see ROCK-A-LIKE at Stu's. The
airband competition begins
around 9:00, and there will be
prizes given away all night.
----~~-~-11/20
Don't miss SAMS ROCK-A-LIKE
at Stu's on Thursday night from
9:00-1 :00. Tickets available at the
door, and the proceeds go to help
fight MS.
~~~-:-:-:-:~~-:-:-11 /21
BRENDA CHOPP: Happy 21st
Birthday Kiddo! You finally made
it! Get ready to party tonight.
Love,. Lisa.
~-~-~-~-:-:,.,---:11/20
To the Men of Lambda Chi AlphaWe can 't wait until tonite! Running through the streets of
Charleston with you guys will be
a blast. Love, the ladies of Alpha
Gamma Delta.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
Congratulations to Wendy Wilhelm on getting lavaliered to
Chris Devore of Sigma Chi! Love,
your Alpha Garn sisters.
---~-----11/20
Kelly McCormick: You survived
your 21st birthday . I hope you
were "satisfied!" Love, your
roomies.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
MAMACITA-Happy 20th Birthday!
I love you, Buckaroo.
-------~11/20
Looking for a place to live? Need
a roommate? Have something to
sell? Looking for something to
buy? Want to send an announcement? Check out the Classifieds
of The Daily Eastern News! We
can work for you! We accept Visa
and MasterCard!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20

E.A.R.T.H. (EXPANDING AWARENESS & RESPONSIBILITY
TOWARDS HUMANITY) has small group meetings today: Public Relations-6:30p.m. Blair 107; Workshops-7:00p.m . Friends & Co.; Recycling-5:00p.m. Blair Faculty Lounge.
DELTA PSI KAPPA will have an informational meeting tonight at
6:30p .m. in McAfee B8. Refreshments will be served! Feel free to
attend or call 581-3192 for more information!
RECREATIONAL SPORTS has a deadline today for powerlifting
sports. Entries will be taken from 2-11p.m . in SRC lobby, with a validated student ID or Fae/Staff Rec Card.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have bible study and fellowship tonight at 7:00p.m.'20at the Christian Campus House located
south of Lawson Hall. Everyone is welcome! Call 345-6990 for rides or
info.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA will have a meeting today at 3:00p.m. in CH
228.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have mass tonight at 9:00p.m. at
the Newman Chapel.
ACEI (ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION) will have a
meeting today at 5:00p.m. in Coleman Auditorium . Student teachers"Learn from my Experiences".
SHEA FASHION MERCHANDISING will have meeting today at
5:15p.m. in Kiehm Hall Rm. 110. Election of New Officers.
PRSSA will have a meeting today at 5:30p.m. in the Oakland Room of
the Union. Come one, come all!! Nominations for new officers tonight!
Nominate yourself or a friend. Don't pass up a great experience!
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting tonight at
6:00p.m. in the Effingham Room of the Union. The Christmas Party is
after the meeting, so be prepared!! .
DEL TA SIGMA Pl will have an informal rush tonight at 7:30p.m. at
Jerry's Pizza. All business majors welcome.
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have communion tonight at
9:30p.m. at the Wesley United Methodist Church. Every Wednesday
night at 9:30p.m. there is a student led devotive Communion Service.
Everyone is welcomed to this half hour service, and invited to share in
the Lords Supper without regard to church affiliation. Mitch Forrest will
be sharing.
EASTERN ART EDUCATORS (EAE) will have a production meeting
today at 5:00p.m. in FAA 302. We will be working on items for the
Christmas Sale. Please attend, we need your help.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB will have a meeting today at 5:30p.m. in Blair Hall
Rm . 300. Very Important!
ACS will have a meeting tonight at 6:00p.m. in the Science Bldg., Rm.
415. Faculty speakers will be G. Henderson, D. Buchanan, E. Keiter, &
R. Keiter.
UNITED STUDENT UNION FOR RACIAL EQUALITY will have a
meeting tonight at 8:00p.m. in Buzzard, Rm. 218A. The group will discuss its constitution and plans to co-sponsor a holiday event with other
groups.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run.

in the Holiday Guide

November 21st!
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Freshman quarterback
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her father. Her father played high
school basketball and coached her
brothers when they were younger.
"He started me out. He told me
the rights and the wrongs on the
court," Polka said.
Hilke said one pointer which
her father may have given her
while he was up on parents weekend was being more vocal on the
court.
"I think her dad talked to her
while he was up this past weekend," Hilke said. "She wasn't a
strong leader because she was so
quiet, but when she went out to
practice (Monday) she was a
totally different player. It was her
show and-she was running it. She
was practice player of the day
(Monday) because she was the
most vocal."
Making the adjustment from
high school to Divisi9n I college
basketball is an on-going cha!-

lenge for Polka.
Hilke added Polka has the ability run the offense as the point
guard. However, one of the key
parts of Polka's game which
needs work is her passing.
"She is very intelligent and has
nice court awareness. But passing
is one component of her game
that needs work. Passing is usually the last thing that catches up,"
Hilke said.
"It's a lot more intense at this
level. The workout, practice and
playing style is a step up," Polka
said. "I'm just going to do the
best that I can, to run the point
and the help the team out in any
way possible."
She said being picked to finish
seventh in the Gateway
Conference is a challenge.
"There's pressure. It's going to
help us make us play harder when
we go into a game as the underdog," Polka said. "We know how

we can play, and we know what
can happen when we do play."
Hilke said Polka's personality
off the court wears off on her
teammates on the court.
"The kids want to respond to
Nicci. She's a kid you like to like.
If she tells you to reset, you won't
feel bad. She tell you in a way
like you just made an All
American play," Hilke said.
"She's a real neat kid."
Other players that may .see
some action at the point this year
are Tracy Roller and Carolyn
Hagerty. Roller is the leading
returning scorer from last year's
squad as she averaged 14 points
per game.
"Nicci won't be able stay in for
40 minutes so to take off the slack
we let Tracy and Carolyn control
the ball. Other kids can score on
this team so it's not a big sacrifice," Hilke said.

50¢ Drafts
Corner of 4th & Lincoln

345-2844

ERNEST SCARED STUPID (PG)
7:00
NECESSARY ROUGHNESS

Orioles' Ripken honored

a~

BALTIMORE (AP) - Cal
Ripken won his second American
League MVP award on Tuesday,
becoming the first player in the
league to capture the trophy as a
member of a losing team.
The Orioles shortstop hit .323
with 34 homers and 114 RBis as
Baltimore went 67-95 and finished
sixth in the seven-team AL East.
He received 15 first-place votes,
eight seconds, four thirds and one
seventh for 318 points in balloting
by the Baseball Writers
Association of America.
Cecil Fielder of the Detroit
Tigers, who led the majors with
133 RBis and tied for the majorleague lead in homers with 44
homers, was second with 286
points. Fielder, the runner-up last
year to Oakland's Rickey
Henderson, got nine first-place
votes, 12 seconds, six thirds-and
one seventh.
Ripken said he 'appreciated the
award, but it didn't make up for the
fact that he had to endure 95 losses.
"I don't think it can replace not
having a winning season, because
when you 're an athlete in a team
sport, the only thing that really
matters is winning," he said.
"Having gone through winning, I
can stand up here and say there's
nothing like it. Not to downplay
being awarded the MVP, I can say

or finish second. But now that I've
won it, I'm very happy about it."
Ripken was AL Rookie of the Year
in 1982 and MVP in 1983, when
the Orioles won the World Series.
This time, he did it with a team
that was out of contention by early
May.
He becomes only the third player in baseball history to capture the
award as part of a losing team.
Ernie Banks did it in 1958 and
1959 with the Chicago Cubs and
Andre Dawson, also of the Cubs,
won it in 1987.
Ripken established career highs
in average, home runs and RBis
and was the All-Star MVP after
hitting a game-winning homer.
One day earlier, he won the AllStar home run contest.
Ripken addressed the media at
the Orioles' new stadium, which is
to open next April. But the focus of
the occasion was 1991, and Ripken
said winning the MVP award was
a fitting ending to a: dream year.
"It was storybook-type season," he
said. "It seemed that when I was
out in the field, I could do no
wrong. Very rarely do you have
that feeling as an athlete. I hope I
can experience that again, but I
don't know." His 1991 postseason
awards include player of the year
honors from The Associated Press
and The Sporting News.

AL MVP

Just Call 345-2844

$2.00 OFF
Jerry's Pizza
& Pub

Hours:
9-8 M-Th
9-5 Fri-Sat
61 OW. Lincoln
345-6363

Any Large
Pizza Delivered
with coupon
Expires May 31st, 1992

Mother' S .presents ...
Westcott Epperson & Davis
the finest in acoustic entertainment

$2 Lite Quarts
$1 Large Drafts
$1 Drinks
2 for $1 Pizza Slices
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Be Ready For the Holidays!
HAIRBENDERS HOLIDAY
PERM SALE!
Perms
$40 and up
$10 off
Full Perms
$5 off
Partial Perms

(PG13) 7:15

Next time you order
a pizza...don't ask
"where's the cheese?"

weekend, Farrell now has six on connected on 26 of 39 passes durthe season. He averages .67 inter- ing the Redbirds 27-24 loss to
ceptions a game, which is just Northern Illinois. Wilson also
ahead of Southwest Missouri gained 47 yards on the ground.
State's .64.
Defensive' back Joe Woods,
Other Gateway performers who also of Illinois State, picked up 13
had standout performances this . tackles, nine of them solo and had
past weekend include, Illinois an interception. For the year
State quarterback Adrian Wilson, Woods has made l 03 tackles.
who passed for 280 yards and -compiled by Don O'Brien.

in comparison, there is no comparison." Fielder did play for a winning team, as the Tigers were in
contention until the final weeks of
the season. But he once again came
up short in the balloting.
"They told me last year I had to
play on a contender," Fielder said.
"Now, Cal Ripken plays on a sixthplace team and they tell me he's an
MVP. It's a shame. It's a shame the
way things go down.
I understand Cal might have
been the MVP. I'm not saying he
didn't have that kind of season, but
he played with a sixth-place team.
"It's a joke as far as I'm concerned. The way things were done
this year, I'm just done with it. If
anybody put together two years
like I did, they'd be MVP. So it's
just a bunch of garbage." Frank
Thomas of the Chicago White Sox
was third with 181 points, Jose
Canseco of the Athletics was
fourth with 145 points and Joe
Carter of the Toronto Blue Jays
was fifth with 136 points.
Ripken chose not to try understand the voting process, just
accept it.
"It' s unfair for me to get ·
involved in the specifics of the voting and the interpretation of the
MVP,'" he said. " My job is go out
and do the best I can. Then, after
your job is over, it's out of your
control whether you win the award

& PuB

JERRY'S PlzZA

Do I amuse you? YES!
Love your roommates.

Eastern gridders
°Continued from page 12
is enjoying a comfortable lead
over Charles Swann of Indiana
State, who is averaging 24.58
yards.
_
On the other end of the field,
Eastern's Tony Farrell has taken
over the conference interception
lead. With his interception last
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nseco makes appearance in courtroom
NTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) land Athletics star Jose
o testified for more than 2
hours Tuesday in a federal
uit stemming from his diswith a former baseball card
w promoter exactly three
earlier.
awyers for Jim Pitts of
ornery questioned Canseco
inconsistencies in his testiand a deposition taken 11
tbs ago. At issue was when
seco first was approached
t appearing at a Pitts-spond card show at the
tgomery Civic Center on
19, 1988.
.
'm vague on the time period
the whole thing," Canseco
under cross-examination by
Copeland, one of Pitts'
rs.
tts' lawyers claim Canseco
's agents, the Beverly Hills
Council, reached a verbal
ement with Pitts several
ths before the show, then
to increase the fee after
co became the first player
hit 40 homers and steal 40
s in a season.
seco said the sides agreed

REPOSSESSED &
FORECWSED
Homes available at
below market value.

Fantastic Savings!
you repair
Also S&L bailout
properties
LL (805) 682-7555
EXT. H-6166

READ
THEDA/LY
STERN NEWS

for him to attend the show for
$13,250 and he lived up to the
deal, only to learn a few days
later that Pitts had stopped payment on the check. He has filed a
counterclaim for the money.
Canseco said he was never paid
even though he signed autographs
for "well over two hours" - he
estimated about 1,200 - and spent
more than an hour signing other
items for Pitts to sell.
"I thought he was going to
honor the check," Canseco said.
"I thought everything went fine. I
had no reason to believe he was
not going to honor the check."
Under cross-examination, Canseco testified that he first was
asked about appearing at the
show three or four months before
it was held. But Copeland pointed
out that Canseco gave conflicting
testimony in his deposition, saying the initial query was made
either three months before the
1988 season began in April or
during the opening month of the
season.
"I really don't know exactly
when it was mentioned, to tell
you the truth," Canseco said, "If I
remembered every single date,

tt

Utl_arty's

my head would explode." "But
you do remember how many •
autographs you signed and how
much you were supposed to get
Today's lunch Special:
paid," Copeland said.
Cajun Style grilled Chicken
"Yes, just like you remember
Sandwich
w /chicken Gumbo
how much you've been paid,"
Canseco replied.
Soup or Cajun Fries $2.99
Canseco said he did not realize
he was obligated to attend the
1.15 Large Drafts
Montgomery show until after he
already had committed to attend
Tonite: $I "Red Hot" wings
another show in Miami, his
hometown, that same day.
He said he spoke with Pitts by
telephone two days before the
Bring a can food
Montgomery show and worked
item & get a
out an arrangement to attend both
chance
to win G1.
events, even agreeing to split the
lite beer T-shirt
cost of a chartered jet.
"The main issue was trying to
llllllllllllllllllllllllllll
get there," Canseco said. "I told
him I would try to get there as P~
soon as possible and ... I told him
GOOD 7 DA~S ~
A WEEK
I would sign whatever it takes for II
·
the public." "I signed for everyone" who was in line.
The trial began more than two
.· ·
weeks ago. Lawyers said they I ·
expected to complete their cases
on Wednesday and send the case
to the six-person jury.
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UB Lectures Presents

A Backstage
History of

Saturdax
Night Live
lecture with special film
clips featuring

Jeff Weingrad
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

II

Wednesday, Nov. 20
8:00 p.m.
University Grand ballroom

$ 1 for students w/ID
$3 for General Public
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Eastern gridders look
.to upset Northern low

SHANNON THOMAS/Staff photographer

Senior Rod McKinnis battles for a rebound during the Panthers 85-71 loss to the Lithuanian National team
on Sunday. Senior forward Barry Johnson gets boxed out by his own teammate.

Landrus hopes for improvement
By KEN RYAN
Associate sports editor

Eastern 's basketball team has
not had a hometown player on
its roster in over 20 years, but
freshman Derrick Landrus hopes
that his stay at Eastern will leave
a lasting impression.
Landrus is the first Charleston
basketball player to sign with
the Panthers since 1970. He
attended Charleston High
School, where he broke several
school records, including most
points in a game (56) and season
(811) and he is also the school's
second-leading career scorer
with 1,462 points.
Among his other accomplishments at the high school level,
he was the state's top Class AA
scorer last year with a 31.2 average. He finished 11th in the
state's Mr. Basketball voting and
was a third team All-State by the
IBCA , Special Mention AllState by the Chicago Sun-Times
and Champaign News -Gazette
and Honorable Mention All State by the Associated Press.
With all of these accomplishments under his belt it is easy to
see why Eastern head coach
Rick Samuels had an interest in
signing Landrus.
"What I saw, was a guy who
was good with the ball,"
Samuels said. "He is very fluid
in getting the ball up and down
the court. We also saw the
potential for him to develop into
a good three-point shooter and

with David Olson graduating
after this year we needed that."
Landrus·, an 18-year-old
guard, said that it was not that
tough of a decision for him to
come to, Eastern, considering
that he lived in the Charleston
area all of his life.
"I was deciding betw.een .
Eastern and the U~iversity of
Illinois," Landrus said. "I was
weighing out the advantages and
disadvantages and Eastern just
seemed to have the most advantages for me. Also, when the
coaches came to visit me they
left a positive image with me, so
those were some of the reasons.;,
Although Landrus was a talented high school player that
does not mean that he will necessarily become a top-n'otch college athlete. Their are many
adjustments to make in jumping
to college and Landrus knows
that.
"The intensity of practices
and playing the hard defense
have probably been the biggest
adjustments I have had to make.
I think I'm getting better every
practice, but I still need to get
stronger and work on my
defense more."
Samuels said Landrus has
gone through a normal season so
far for a freshman and he hopes
that Landrus will be able to step
in and contribute to the team this
season:
"He has gone through a typical year, where he has needed to
adjust to the players strength and

speed," Samuels said. "Derrick
is a competitive young man and
that will enhance him. He'll
need to get stronger as the year
goes on, but he already knows
that."
Landrus saw some playing
time in Eastern's 85-71 exhibition loss to the Lithuanian
National team. He scored 11
points, grabbed three rebounds
and added two assists in only 20
minutes of action.
Samuels said he expects
Landrus to play a part in every
game this year at either the off
g uard position or at the point
and Landrus thinks that he can
help with the teams outside
shooting.
"I think I'll be playing point
guard," Landrus said. "So I need
to show a little bit of leadership
out on the floor. I think that I'm
a better shooter than our other
guards, so if I have an open shot,
hopefully I be able to make it."
As far as the team goes,
Landrus hopes that the Panthers
can at least make it to a postseason tournament.
"Our team has high expe.ctations, both the players and the
coaches," Landrus said. "We
were a little disappointed with
our loss in the last exhibition
game, but our seniors will come
back and play hard.
"Wisconsin-Green Bay will be
tough. If we don't win the conference, maybe we can get an at1arg e bid if we win e nough
games."

The Eastern Panthers will try
for the second week in a row to
put a damper on a Gateway
teams' playoff hopes. After
knocking the Southwest Missouri
State Bears (6-4-1, 3-3) out of the
playoff hunt with a 35-29 win last
weekend, the Panthers could force
the Northern Iowa purple
Panthers into a first-place tie with
the Western Illinois Leathernecks
with an upset victory.
The purple Panthers, who are
on top of the Gateway pile with a
4-1 conference mark, defeated the
Leathernecks (7-3-1, 4-2) 24-17
in Macomb and put a dent in the
Leatherneck playoff hopes.
"I know our chances have
dwindled for the playoffs, but I do
believe if we are picked we will
represent our league and our university very well," Leatherneck
head coach Randy Ball said in a
statement released by the
Gateway. The Leathernecks'
seven victories are the most since
they
won
the
Gateway
.-championship with a 10-2 mark
in 1988.
A Panther win this weekend
would also give the Panthers their
fourth 5-6 record in Bob Spoo's
five years as head coach. In 1989
the Panthers went 9-4 and went to
the NCAA Division I-AA play- .
offs. If the Panthers should happen to lose to fourth ranked
Northern Iowa this year it would
give them a 4-7 finish, their worst
since the 1977 Panthers went 110.
The Gateway still has a trio of
runners in the top 10 of the
Division I-AA rankings. This
week's Gateway Offensive Player
of the Week, Derrick Franklin, is
currently ranked third. Franklin, a
senior tailback, rushed for 202
yards on 35 carries in a 31-14
Sycamore victory over Western
Kentucky. Franklin finishes the
season with 1,505 yards, a new
Gateway record, an_d averaged
136.82 yards per game.

Eastern's Jamie Jones is ra
sixth in the nation and second
the conference with 124.3 yav
game and Illinois State's jun·
tailback Toby Davis ranks ei
with 116.9 yards a game.
Jones, the Gateway's all-ti
leading rusher, needs 262 yards
the Panthers final game this w
end in order to surpass Fran
for the rushing crown.

1991 Gateway Footb
Conference Standings
Conf.
Northern Iowa 4 l 0
Western illinois 4 2 0
Southern illinois 4 2 0
SWMOState 3 3 0
EASTERN
230
Indiana State
2 4 0
illinois State
l 5 0

Total
9 10
7 31
7 40
64I
460
560
4 60

Saturday's games
EASTERN at Northern low
1:30p.m.
Western Kentucky at illinois S
1:30p.m.

In other offensive categori
Eastern 's sophomore Jeff Th
continues to lead the Gatew
quarterbacks with a 154.l pas
efficiency. He has completed
passes in 228 attempts, good
62.7 percent and 1,865 y
Thorne has also thrown for
touchdowns with only six i
ceptions.
Northern Iowa's Jay Joh
who the Panthers will be f
this weekend, is not far be
Thome with a passing effici
of 151.4. He has complet
percent of his passes and
thrown 16 touchdowns.
Eastern 's Ray McElroy is
ing the pack in kickoff ret
The freshman returner is av
ing 27 .0 yards a return. McE

°Continued on page JO

Freshman quarterbac
Lady Panther offen~e
By KEITH FARROLL

she'll get a chance to play a
minutes ," Hilke said. "We
really fortunate to have h
After last season, the Eastern Eastern."
coaching staff decided they had to ·
"I liked the school and I
go fishing for a true point guard.
the team," Polka sai d a
They caught a whopper. choosing Eastern. "I got a
Freshman Nicci Polka out of with everyone. This team is
Greendale WI, was the catch.
of fun. Coach Hilke and C
Eastern women's basketball (Lori) Opp are very patient
coach Barbara Hilke said going me."
through last season without a true
Polka, who was voted
point guard was a disaster. She Honorable Mention All Ame
said the opponents last season by Street and Smith last sea
would use the fullcourt press and a senior, was recruited
would force the off guards to tum Wisconsin coaches scouting
over the ball.
ketball camp.
"The returnees from Eastern
"She was highly touted in
Illinois probably are much more state of Wisconsin. She si
hopeful of Nicci making it at handedly led her team to the
point guard. They saw what hap- tournament last season,"
pened last year. They don't want said.
to experience what they went
Polka said one of her
through last season," Hilke said.
coaches throughout her life
"She made a great choice
*Continued on page JO
choosing to go to Eastern because

Staff writer ·

·

